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Adventures
on Instagram
He’s travelling the country as part of
live stage show Tiki Taane Mahuta,
but ex-Salmonella Dub frontman Tiki
Taane also made time to stop off at
Chrischurch’s Hagley Park for a set as
part of the city’s Electric Avenue festival.
We love this shot, which shows Taane
with fellow musician Dub FX, and a
healthy-sized crowd. “I’ve been dubbing
& looping since 96, but it was the grand
master @dubfx11 who inspired me to
really step my game up,” Taane said in
the caption to this pic. He is in Auckland
with Taki Rua and the Aotearoa Aerial
Theatre Company tomorrow night at
the Aotea Centre.

Auckland or . . . Calgary?
According to data released by one
of the world’s largest online booking
agencies, Booking.com, Auckland has a
twin city — Calgary, in Alberta, Canada.
For reasons we’re not privy to, Booking.
com has compared the two cities and
is now recommending Auckland
house-hunters pay a visit to the
Canadian city. The site used guest

review data to ascertain both cities
received similar reviews for food,
nightlife, landscape, and culture. The
difference, however, was in house
prices — in Auckland the average
home will set you back $968,570,

while in Calgary you can snap
up a place for $521,670. Sounds
pretty good, hey?
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Destination: Dine
The trend hitting the streets of New York
and beyond? Savoury yoghurt. Apparently
they’re vibrantly coloured, naturally
nutritious, and udder-ly delicious. Blue Hill
is one of the US-based companies leading
the trend, with flavours including carrot,
tomato, beetroot, butternut and parsnip.
The Sohha and Chobani Greek yoghurt
companies are also in on the trend. It’s
said to be great as a snack or for mixing
in to baked potatoes and and more. The
only savoury yoghurt we could find here
is at Southland’s Retro Organics, with
flavours such as tomato and basil
and carrot and ginger.
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Business-class:Nothing is a
greater harbinger of dry skin and
zits than a long plane journey,
but this Biotherm Aquasource
promises replenished skin in all
environmental conditions, with
48-hour deep hydration. $67
from StrawberryNet.com

First-class: According to Travel +
Leisure, the luxurious Shiseido bio-
performance advanced super
revitalizing cream is like slipping
into high-thread count European
sheets. Sounds silky to us. It’s
$115 from StrawberryNet.com
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